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Hi,


Please, contact me at 719-238-4026 or dahicke@vt.edu.

Thanks,

David Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026

Hi David –

Please fill out the attached form and return it to Susan Evans Grove, who is copied on this e-mail.

Thank you,

Tommie-Anne

Best regards,

Tommie-Anne Faix
Publications Sales Associate
The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
601 Pavonia Avenue – Suite #400
From: David Hickerson [mailto:dahicke@vt.edu]
Sent: Thursday, July 11, 2013 1:20 AM
To: Tommie-Anne Faix
Subject: Permission to use images or figures from Marine Technology, Vol 22, No4, Oct 1985

[Quoted text hidden]

permissions letter.doc
51K

---

David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu>
To: Tommie-Anne Faix <tfaix@sname.org>
Cc: Susan Evans <sevans@sname.org>

Hi Susan,

I am working on my Master's Thesis and would like to include some figures from a Marine Technology issue from 1985. I am including the SNAME request form. I have never done this before, how long does this process normally take? I am defending my thesis on 24 July, will I have enough time?

Also, Thanks Tommie-Anne.

Thanks,

David Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026

[Quoted text hidden]

---

MTpermissions letter for Fastnet Capsizing Study -- requested by David Hickerson.doc
51K

---

Susan Evans <sevans@sname.org>
To: David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu>, Tommie-Anne Faix <tfaix@sname.org>

David,

The process is quick. So quick in fact that you may consider this email permission to sue SNAME copyrighted material with proper acknowledgement as on form.
Best Regards,

Susan Evans Grove
Publications Director
The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
601 Pavonia Ave.
Jersey City, NJ 07306
201-499-5091
sevans@sname.org

-----Original Message-----
From: David Hickerson [mailto:dahicke@vt.edu]
Sent: Thu 7/11/2013 3:24 PM
To: Tommie-Anne Faix
Cc: Susan Evans
Subject: Re: Permission to use images or figures from Marine Technology, Vol 22, No4, Oct 1985

Hi Susan,

I am working on my Master's Thesis and would like to include some figures from a Marine Technology issue from 1985. I am including the SNAME request form. I have never done this before, how long does this process normally take? I am defending my thesis on 24 July, will I have enough time?

Also, Thanks Tommie-Anne.

Thanks,

David Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026

On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 7:36 AM, Tommie-Anne Faix <tfaix@sname.org> wrote:

> Hi David -****
> >
> > * * *
> >
> > Please fill out the attached form and return it to Susan Evans Grove, who
> > is copied on this e-mail.****
> >
> > * * *
> >
> > Thank you,**
> >
> > Tommie-Anne****
> >
> > * * *
> >
> > *Best regards,*
> >
> > * *
Hi,**

I am writing my thesis for an Ocean Engineering Masters at Virginia Tech. I would like permission to use some figures from Marine Technology, Vol 22, No4, Oct 1985 on page 377 in my thesis, Computational Fluid Dynamic study of Heaving-to. The paper this is from is called Fastnet Disaster: Capsizing Study. by Daniel Strohmeier.****

Please, contact me at 719-238-4026 or dahicke@vt.edu.****

Thanks,

David Hickerson

dahicke@vt.edu

719-238-4026****
Hi Susan,

I just want to make sure I understand. Was your last email message to me a grant of permission to use the excepts in my thesis?

Dave

---

Mail Delivery Subsystem <mailer-daemon@googlemail.com> Mon, Jul 22, 2013 at 4:22 PM
To: dahicke@vt.edu

Delivery to the following recipient failed permanently:

sevans@sname.org

Technical details of permanent failure:
Google tried to deliver your message, but it was rejected by the server for the recipient domain inbound.smtp.vt.edu by inbound.smtp.vt.edu. [198.82.183.88].

The error that the other server returned was:
550 5.7.1 <sevans@sname.org>... Relaying denied

----- Original message -----
Hi Susan,

I just want to make sure I understand. Was your last email message to me a grant of permission to use the excepts in my thesis?

Dave

On Fri, Jul 12, 2013 at 6:16 AM, Susan Evans <sevans@sname.org> wrote:

> **
> > David,
> > The process is quick. So quick in fact that you may consider this email permission to sue SNAME copyrighted material with proper acknowledgement as on form.
> > > Best Regards,
> > > Susan Evans Grove
> > > Publications Director
> > > The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
> > > 601 Pavonia Ave.
> > > Jersey City, NJ 07306
> > > 201-499-5091
> > > sevans@sname.org
> > > 
> > -----Original Message-----
> > [Quoted text hidden]
Hi Susan,

I just want to make sure I understand. Was your last email message to me a grant of permission to use the excerpts in my thesis?

Dave

On Fri, Jul 12, 2013 at 6:16 AM, Susan Evans <sevans@sname.org> wrote:

> **
> > David,
> > > The process is quick. So quick in fact that you may consider this email
> > > permission to sue SNAME copyrighted material with proper acknowledgement as
> > > on form.
> > >
> > > Best Regards,
> > >
> > > Susan Evans Grove
> > > Publications Director
> > >
> > > The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers
> > > 601 Pavonia Ave.
> > > Jersey City, NJ 07306
> > > 201-499-5091
> > > sevans@sname.org
> > >
> > >
Hi Dave -

I received your voicemail - please see below e-mail. Susan has given permission for you to use our copyrighted material. Please let me know if you have any questions.

Thank you,
Tommie-Anne

Best regards,

Tommie-Anne Faix  
Publications Sales Associate  
The Society of Naval Architects and Marine Engineers  
601 Pavonia Avenue - Suite #400  
Jersey City, NJ 07306

Main - (201)-798-4800  
Direct - (201)-499-5068  
Fax - (201)-798-4975

www.sname.org

---Original Message-----
From: Susan Evans  
Sent: Friday, July 12, 2013 8:16 AM  
To: David Hickerson; Tommie-Anne Faix  
Subject: RE: Permission to use images or figures from Marine Technology, Vol 22, No4, Oct 1985

David,

The process is quick. So quick in fact that you may consider this email permission to use SNAME copyrighted material with proper acknowledgement.

[Quoted text hidden]
Requesting permission to use excerpts of Storm Tactics Handbook 3rd Edition in Thesis

3 messages

David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu>  Wed, Jul 10, 2013 at 9:26 PM
To: info@paracay.com

Hi,

I am writing a thesis for an ocean engineering Master’s degree called the Computational Fluid Dynamic study of Heaving-to. During which I found the book Storm Tactics Handbook by Lin and Larry Pardey to be a very good resource. I have quoted a table on page 116 from the book and made references to other parts of this work. The use of this work in my thesis has been to frame the problem, so that the computer simulations that I have run are done in the right context, drift rate, wave characteristics, etc. My thesis is in the draft stage now and I intend on defending it on July 24. I would like to get permission to use these excerpts in my Thesis which will go into the ETD system, an electronic database for theses and dissertations.

Thank you for your consideration,

David Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026

Lin and Larry <lpardey@xtra.co.nz>  Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 10:02 PM
Reply-To: Lin and Larry <lpardey@xtra.co.nz>
To: "dahicke@vt.edu" <dahicke@vt.edu>

Hi David

Our publishing partner forwarded your request. We are pleased you found the information in Storm tactics Handbook to be useful. Yes you may use the information in your Thesis, with proper attribution. Best of luck and we would be interested in learning more about your conclusions.

I am currently updating the book. If you have any suggestions or information to add, please let me knw.

Sincerely,
Lin Pardey

From: Jim Morehouse <jim@paracay.com>
To: Lin Pardey <lpardey@xtra.co.nz>
Sent: Friday, 12 July 2013 2:53 AM
Subject: FW: Requesting permission to use excerpts of Storm Tactics Handbook 3rd Edition in Thesis

This is for you Lin.

Jim

Jim Morehouse
David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu> Fri, Jul 12, 2013 at 1:39 AM
To: Lin and Larry <lpardey@xtra.co.nz>

Hi Lin,

Thank you very much for your permission.

It was your book that inspired me to do this study for my thesis at Virginia Tech. Having been a lake sailor, I wanted to move up to the big pond. I was concerned about storms and picked up your book. I had heard about heaving-to and became interested in how effective it was in reducing the size of the wave.

My study involves using computational fluid dynamics (CFD) to simulate the conditions. I had to do some simplifications because my computer was of limited size. For instance I used a prismatic profile hull at 90 degrees to generate the wake instead of a CAD model of a sail boat. Since I was interested in the wake and the wave interaction, I considered this acceptable. What I found was that the wake carries the water from the back side of the wave, where it is descending, and moves it on top of the crest causing it not reach its full height. For the limited amount trials that I have run, it appears that a given boat will have a set amount of wave height reduction that it can achieve on big waves. I came to this conclusion for two reasons. I ran three steep waves, 3m high by 25m long, 6.5m high by 55m long, and 8m by 67m long. The hull with a full length keel and draft of 1.4m generated a 0.9m wave height reduction on all three waves. The second reason that I believe this, is that the boat can only pull water over the crest down to around the depth of its keel. This is fixed. The other thing I noticed is that there is a bow wave along side the boat. I believe this stabilizes the boat on the way up the face of the wave. This counters the force of the breaking wave on the free board, by moving the center of buoyancy in the opposite direction.

I was not able to simulate sea anchors or drogues, but I think sea anchors will help increase wave height reduction because of their depth.

I defend my thesis on the 24th, and some time after that VT will publish it to their thesis and dissertation database. After that I can send you a link if you would like to look at it.

Fair weather and following seas,

Dave Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026

[Quoted text hidden]
Use of a figure from your web page inclusion in a Master's thesis
5 messages

David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu>  Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 2:14 PM
To: info@nauticed.org

Hi,

I am finishing a Ocean Engineering Master's thesis at Virginia Tech. The thesis is called, Computational Fluid Dynamic Study of Heaving-to. As part of the introduction and explanation of Heaving-to, I would like to use the figure on this page of your web site:

http://www.nauticed.org/sailing-blog/more-about-heaving-to-in-a-sailboat/

I included an image of one my computer simulations to determine wave height reduction behavior. In the image the boat is broadside to the wave, which is not the correct angle for heaving-to with respect to the waves. The boat was being used to generate the wake that interacted with the wave producing the wave reduction. For the simulation, it happened to be simpler to run it this way.

In the case that you are not the image author, could you tell me who is and how I can reach them.

Thanks,

David Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026

Grant Headifen <grant@nauticed.org>  Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 2:57 PM
To: David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu>

David

This would be fine with us. Of course just reference that it is Courtesy of NauticEd. Good luck with the thesis.

Cheers

Grant
Read my latest blog at http://www.nauticed.org/sailing-blog
it's quite enlightening (please "like" it via facebook)

Grant Headifen
Ph +1 512-696-1070

http://www.nauticed.org

I invite you to become a Fan http://www.facebook.com/nauticed
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/nauticed

Take our the Free Basic Sail Trim Course at http://www.nauticed.org/freesailingcourse

David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu> Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 6:53 PM
To: etd@vt.edu

Hi,

For my thesis, is the below email sufficient documentation of permission for ETD publication?

Dave

[Quoted text hidden]

David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu> Fri, Jul 12, 2013 at 1:05 AM
To: Grant Headifen <grant@nauticed.org>

Grant,

Thank you very much. I will be defending my thesis at the end of the month and when it has been approved I could send you a link if you are interested in looking at it.

Fair weather and follow sea,
Grant Headifen <grant@nauticed.org>  
To: David Hickerson <dahicke@vt.edu>  

Fri, Jul 12, 2013 at 6:28 AM

David

Yes - I'd also be interested if you want in you doing a guest blog post on our Sailing Blog. A basic summary of findings.

Cheers
Grant

Read my latest blog at http://www.nauticed.org/sailing-blog  
it's quite enlightening (please "like" it via facebook)

Grant Headifen  
Ph +1 512-696-1070

http://www.nauticed.org

I invite you to become a Fan  http://www.facebook.com/nauticed  
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/nauticed

Take our the Free Basic Sail Trim Course at http://www.nauticed.org/freesailingcourse

On Jul 12, 2013, at 2:05 AM, David Hickerson wrote:

Grant,

Thank you very much. I will be defending my thesis at the end of the month and when it has been approved I could send you a link if you are interested in looking at it.
On Thu, Jul 11, 2013 at 2:57 PM, Grant Headifen <grant@nauticed.org> wrote:

David

This would be fine with us. Of course just reference that it is Courtesy of NauticEd. Good luck with the thesis.

Cheers

Grant

<image.jpg>

---

Read my latest blog at http://www.nauticed.org/sailing-blog
it's quite enlightening (please "like" it via facebook)

Grant Headifen
Ph +1 512-696-1070

http://www.nauticed.org

I invite you to become a Fan http://www.facebook.com/nauticed
Twitter: http://www.twitter.com/nauticed

Take our the Free Basic Sail Trim Course at http://www.nauticed.org/freesailingcourse

---

On Jul 11, 2013, at 3:14 PM, David Hickerson wrote:

Hi,

I am finishing a Ocean Engineering Master's thesis at Virginia Tech. The thesis is called, Computational Fluid Dynamic Study of Heaving-to. As part of the introduction and explanation of Heaving-to, I would like to use the figure on this page of your web site:

http://www.nauticed.org/sailing-blog/more-about-heaving-to-in-a-sailboat/
I included an image of one of my computer simulations to determine wave height reduction behavior. In the image the boat is broadside to the wave, which is not the correct angle for heaving-to with respect to the waves. The boat was being used to generate the wake that interacted with the wave producing the wave reduction. For the simulation, it happened to be simpler to run it this way.

In the case that you are not the image author, could you tell me who is and how I can reach them.

Thanks,

David Hickerson
dahicke@vt.edu
719-238-4026
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